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ABSTRACT

Natural images, which are filled with intriguing stimuli of spatial objects, represent our cognition and are rich in spatial information. Accurate extraction of spatial objects is challenging due to the associated spatial and spectral complexities in object recognition. In this paper, the authors tackle the problem of spatial object extraction in a GEOgraphic Object Based Image Analysis framework taking psychological and mathematical complexities into account. In doing so, the authors experimented with human and GEOBIA based recognition and segmentation in an image of an area of natural importance, the Ventoux Mountain, France. Focus was given to scales, color, and texture properties at multiple levels in delineating the candidate spatial objects from the natural image. Such objects along with the original image were provided to the human subjects in two stages and three different groups of samples. The results of two stages were collated and analyzed. The analysis showed that there exist different ways to comprehend the geographical objects according to priori knowledge.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Environmental images are a rich source of spatial information and represent the real world. Natural complexity in these images can best be explored using spatial analysis tools based on concepts of landscape as process continuums that can be partially decomposed into objects or patches (Burnett & Blaschke, 2003). Extracting spatial objects from environmental images demands localised knowledge of real world features along with associated semantics. Interpretation of spatial objects and their recognition by human subjects are of prime importance in environmental/agricultural information science. Object recognition has been studied from different perspectives, for example using shape context (Serge et al., 2002), a spatial relationship model (Zhu & Yuan, 2008) and using spatial and functional compatibility (Gupta et al., 2009).
However, precise recognition of spatial objects in remotely sensed imagery for the purpose of interpretation and analysis of real world features still requires improvement on the methods developed so far, given the complexity of imaging applications (Lang, 2008). Efforts have been made by scientists in the field of remote sensing to extract accurate image objects and relate them to corresponding real world spatial objects (Benz et al., 2004; Lang et al., 2004). Previous studies demonstrate that accurate interpretation of image objects is possible given a prior knowledge on the associated perception on object formation. The perception is indeed controlled by psychological and mathematical foundations. Significant progress has also been made in image and aerial photography analysis by defining selective and dichotomous keys for interpretation (Paine & Kiser, 2012).

In this article, our focus is to contribute to the understanding of spatial object recognition in satellite images, taking into account the psychological and mathematical bases of object formation and recognition. In particular, among many aspects of spatial object formation, we investigate the Boundary Contour System (BCS) and the Feature Contour System (FCS). BCS activates a boundary completion process taking texture into account whereas FCS activates a diffusion filling-in process that spreads featural qualities like color across the perceptual domain (Grossberg, 1988). The role of color and texture in forming spatial objects in satellite images is extremely important. With this realization, in this paper, we developed a protocol for spatial object delineation and performed an experiment on a high resolution image segmented at multiple scales taking color and texture into account. The segmented images were presented to human subjects for the experiment.

The main goals of this experiment were to quantify the human subjects’ ability to delineate spatial objects in a very high resolution satellite image and to compare at multiple scales their results with software generated results. Further, the human subjects were asked to suggest optimal scales to characterize particular spatial objects in the real world. Image object recognition is based on both objective and subjective dimensions; the objectivity is informed by parameters like color, texture, shape, size and scale, whereas the subjectivity is guided by the perception and cognition of the interpreters (Lang et al., 2004). In this paper, we aim at answering a fundamental question that is open to GIS and remote sensing community: can human cognition be characterized when identifying a spatial object? Or, in other words, do human subjects agree with each other when defining an object with their own cognition, for example, by choosing the same scales of representation and the same criteria (e.g. color, texture)?

The organization of this paper is as follows: in section 2, we review and critically assess GEOBIA, touching on the advancement of color and texture studies in object recognition. Section 3 presents a brief background to human visual spatial object formation taking into account associated psychological and mathematical bases. Section 4 presents an overview of data used in the study and the experimental set up using GEOBIA. Section 5 presents our experimental results, section 6 presents our discussion and conclusions, and section 7 proposes future work.

2. GEOBIA, COLOR AND TEXTURE FEATURES IN OBJECT RECOGNITION

From about 2000, GEOBIA has become a quite widely adopted approach to object recognition by remote sensing community when analyzing the aggregation and dis-aggregation of real world features at multiple levels and scales. This approach to some extent incorporates human cognition in recognizing the spatial objects and is a new discipline of thinking and extracting image objects (Hay & Castilla, 2008). More than 800 publications using this approach have been reported, for diverse fields ranging from environmental mapping and monitoring to medical image analysis (Blaschke, 2010). In addition to application research, there have been theoretical advancements such as quantifying semantic accuracy in segmented images (Stein & De Beurs, 2005), quantifying the robustness
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